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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that a numerical function introduced by Tsuzuku in connection 
with group transitivity isrelated to exponential polynomials, and when considered 
as a function of a partition has multiplicative properties. 
1. Consider a partition (~) ---- lr~2r2 "'" m TM of m. Let n be any integer 
not less than m and let the cycle structure of an element R of a permutation 
group G of degree n be denoted by the partition l~(R)2 ~R) ... n ~.~m of n. 
Then, following Tsuzuku [1], we define a function z(r l ,  rz ..... rm) as 
1 
-~ Y, a; l (R)~?(R). . .  ~2~ 
ReS.on 
where Se~ is the symmetric group of degree n. Such functions can be used 
to determine the multiplicity of the transitivity of any permutation group G 
with elements of known cycle-structure. Thus Tsuzuku [1] showed that G 
is m-ply transitive if and only if 
1 
% (R) r~ ..... [ G I Z a~(R) a~(R) "'" ~'" = ~'(rl, r ) .  
ReG 
It follows from this that T(rl, r~ ,..., rm) is the same for all n >~ m. We write 
this constant value of ~'(rl, r2 ,..., rm) as ~-0 t) and so have a function from 
the set of all partitions to the positive rational numbers. 
In the present note we give: 
(1) a proof (Theorem 1) of a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
permutation group to be k-ply transitive; this yields an explicit expression 
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(not involving Stirling numbers) for ~(1~), which shows that, for m ~ 0, 
~-(1 m) is the well-known exponential number am defined [2-4] by 
eeZ-1  = am m! ' 
q,12=o 
(2) an explicit expression for r(k ~) in terms of Stirling numbers 
(Theorem 2), which shows that ~-(k ~) is an exponential polynomial [2] 
in 1/k, 
(3) (Theorem 3), a proof of the multiplicative property that 
"r(k~klk~k2 .." k;*~) = r(k~k,) r(k~k~) ' ' '  r(k:**), 
where k i ,  k2 ..... k, are positive integers no two of which are equal, thus 
giving an explicit expression for r(A), where (A) is any partition, in terms of 
Stifling numbers. By defining the partitions Oh)= k'~hk~*~ ... k~,  and 
()~2) = m'~m~'~ " 'm~% to be relatively prime when ki ,k2 ..... k , ,  
m~, m~ ,..., m~ are such that no two of them are equal, we thus have 
~'(A1) r(A2) = T(A~A2), where (~1A2) denotes the partition 
rk rk "'" k~ m 1 m 2 m;m~, k 1 lk 2 2 rk~ ~,~ ~'~2 ... 
(4) (Theorem 2, Corollary 1) a proof of the multiplicative property that 
9 (klk2) ---- z(kl) T(k2), where k~k2 on the left means the product of the 
unequal positive integers k~ and k2 9 
2. THEOREM 1. A permutation representation ~ of  a group G is k-ply 
transitive i f  and only i f  
rkvr = ] G I ~ F(tz) 
where v~ is the number of  elements of  G which in the representation ~ leave r 
symbols unaltered, (t ~) = (a~ob ~b ...) for  non-zero a, b,..., tz k k means i~ is 
a partition of  k, and 
k~ 
F(tz) = (a !)~o(b !)%... x .  ! xb ! "'" 
Proof. Consider the Kronecker k-th power ~r of ~.  If an element x
of G is represented in ~ by a permutation leaving r symbols unaltered, then 
its characteristic in ~ (considered as the trace of its permutation matrix) 
is r, and its characteristic in ~(k) is r k. 
If v~ elements of G each leave r symbols unaltered in ~,  then the same v~ 
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elements of G each leave r ~ symbols unaltered in N(k). Hence 
(1/I G 1) ~ r%~, summed over all elements of G, is the scalar product of 
the unit character of G and the character of N(k). This scalar product is 
known [5, p. 280] to be the number of transitive constituents of N!k). 
But when N is k-ply transitive the number of transitive constituents of 
~(k) is obtainable otherwise. Let the symbols on which ~ operates be 
z~, Zz ..... z , .  The symbols on which N(k) operates can be taken as all 
possible k-tuples (z~, zq ..... z~) selected from z~, z~ .... , z , ,  repetitions 
of z~'s being allowed. Suppose in a given ordered k-tuple that x,  symbols 
each occur a times, x~ symbols occur b times, and so on, where a =/= b :/= .... 
This k-tuple belongs to a transitive constituent of ~(k) in which, since ~ is 
j-ply transitive for j ~< k, every k-tuple has x, symbols occurring a times, 
xb symbols occurring b times, and so on, and the x, sets of a like symbols 
appear in the same places in all the ordered k-tuples of this transitive 
constituent, and so do the xb sets of b like symbols, and so on. 
The ordered k-tuples constituting another transitive constituent of ~(k) 
may again have x, symbols each occurring a times, xb symbols each 
occurring b times, and so on, but the distribution of the symbols over 
the k places of the k-tuple will be different. 
Hence the number of transitive constituents of N(k) which can be 
associated with the partition (/z) ----- (a~,b ~b ...) ofk  is the number of distinct 
arrangements ofk symbols of which a are alike of one kind, a are alike of 
a second kind and so on, b are alike of another kind, and so on, giving 
k! 
(a0~a(b!)~0 ..., 
which is to be divided by (xa) ! (x~) ! ..., since permuting the xa sets of a like 
symbols among themselves does not give a k-tuple associated with another 
transitive constituent, and similarly for the xb sets of b like symbols, 
and so on. 
Hence, when ~ is k-ply transitive, the number of transitive constituents 
of N(~) arising from (/Q is F(~). Taking all partitions (/~) of k, we have 
1 
[ o l~  r%. = Z fO0. 
tzl-k 
Conversely if N is not k-ply transitive then the number of transitive 
constituents of N(~ will be greater than ~.~k F(/~), and so 
1 
[ G f Z r% va Y~ r&). 
tzl-k 
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COROLLARY 1. r(1 ~) is equal to the exponential number ak . 
Proof. Since e ~'-1 ---- (e')(e'~/21) ..., the coefficient of (z~)~,(zb) ~b ... in 
e ''-1 formed by taking the product of an appropriate term from each 
of e za/al, e zb/bt ,... is 
1 1 1 1 
(a!)~o xo! (b!)% xo! 
and so the coefficient of zk/k ! is ~u~k F(/Q. Hence 
r(lk) - -  I~1  ~ .~k 
The values of r(1 k) for k = 1, 2,..., 10 are [4] 1, 2, 5, 15, 52, 203, 877, 4140, 
21147, 115975. 
3. We observe that r ( r l ,  r 2 .... , r~) is the value, when sx = s2 . . . . .  
s~ = 1, of 
~-~7~) (*~ a~ ~ "' t ~ a-~J m (,x, ~ ..... ~.) 
where H~(s~, s2 ,..., s~) is the cycle index of 5~ It is elementary that, if 
then 
Ok = & ~ and Nk 
ask vsk 
rk 
(OkY ~ = E S(rk , t ) s J&  ~, 
where S(rk,  t) is a Stirling number of the second kind. It is convenient 
here to write H. (S l ,  s2 ..... s.) as the S-function {n} and Nk as 
1 k--1 
k E (--1) Dk-~a , 
x=O 
where Dk_~,l 9 is the differential operator [6] associated with the hook 
S-function {k -- x, 1"}. 
Since D.{1} = ~2 g..a{v}, where g..a is the coefficient of {A} in {v}{/~}, the 
only term which can appear in Nk{n} is {n-  k}/k,  and the only term 
appearing in Nk*{n} is {n -- kt}/k  ~. Hence 
~- t) sk {n -- kt}/k  ~. (0k)Nn} E S(r~, 
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Evaluating this when st = s2 -  - - s ,  : 1, and for convenience 
writing r in place of rk,  we have 
THEOREM 2. 
T(k~ ) __ S(r, 1) S(r, 2) S(r, r) 
k + k~+'" -k -  k ~ 
Jn particular, since T(k) = 1/k for any positive integer k, we have 
COROLLARY 1. I f  k is the product of  two different positive integers kt , k2 
then .c(k) = r(kl) T(kz). 
Also, since Touchard [2] has shown that 
e ~(~'-1) = r , 
r=O 
where r = Ei=l  S(r, i) x ~, then ~-(M) = r and so we have 
COROLLARY 2 .  
Z ~ 
e "'-~)/~ = ~ ~-(k9 U.  
"t~0 
4. THEOREM 3. I f  no two of  kl  , k2 ,..., k~ are equal, then 
z(k 1 ~k2 , "" k~ ) : -c(k[~O -r(k~O ... -c(k~). 
Proof. 
~fk I q'kg 
(Ok)% (Oky~{n} = s S(rkl , t)s~ ~k ' [  ~ S(rk,, s) s~,{n -- k2s}/k2 ~] 
t= l  
~'kl "t'/~ 2 
= ~ E S(r~,, t) S(rk~, s) s~,s~{n --  k2s -- k l t} lk]k2 
t= l  s= l  
and so 
~ S(r~l , t) ~ S(r~2 , s) 
~(lq~Jq~) = ~E ~ ~ I,~, - T(/; '~1) "l'(k;k2). 
8=1 
Continuing in this way it is clear that 
q'/r ~'k tic ] 
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Some numerical values of  , (k r~) are 
k = 22 2 s 24 25 33 3 z 3 ~ 42 
, ( k~0=3/4  11/8 49/16 257/32 4/9 19/27 109/81 5/16 
which, together with the earlier results, give as a typical example 
r(14328) ----- ~-(1'2324) ~- 5/6. 
4 8 
29/64 
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